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   Biography: 

Abbi Waxman was born in England in 1970, the oldest child of two 

copywriters who never should have been together in the first place. 

After her father ran off and never came back, her mother began a 

highly successful career writing crime fiction. She encouraged Abbi 

and her sister Emily to read anything and everything they could pull 

down from the shelves, and they did. Abbi went into advertising, 

working as a copywriter and then a creative director at various 

advertising agencies in London and New York. Eventually she quit 

advertising, had three kids and started writing books, TV shows and 

screenplays, largely in order to get a moment’s peace. Abbi lives in 

Los Angeles with her husband, three kids, three dogs, three cats, a 

gecko, two mice and six chickens. Every one of these additions made 

sense at the time, it’s only in retrospect that it seems foolhardy. 

(abbiwaxman.com) 

Discussion Questions: 

1. At the outset of the novel Nina appears very happy, although she really prefers 
to be alone. How does that change by the end of the novel? What role does 
solitude play in your life? 

2. Nina loves books and is a self-proclaimed introvert. What does she find so 
appealing about reading? Why do you enjoy reading? 

3. Nina’s mind is constantly moving, filling with ideas, facts, and information. How 
does this help and hinder Nina? What do you think are the pros and cons of 
having such an active brain? 

4. Nina was raised by her nanny, Louise, a woman who wasn’t her biological 
parent, but who loved and cared for her very deeply. Does Nina consider Lou 
family? What part do you think biology plays in the formation of family? 

5. Nina struggles badly with anxiety, which is often quite debilitating. What are 
her coping mechanisms? Do you think they are healthy ways to deal with her 
stress? How do you handle anxieties and fears in your own life? 

6. Tom is not a bookish person, but his character complements Nina’s. Why do 
you think Nina and Tom work so well together as a couple? How do they 
complement one another? In what ways have your relationships succeeded or 
failed because of how well you “fit” together? 

7. Los Angeles is a major city, but Larchmont is clearly a very defined 
neighborhood, with a small-town atmosphere. Are you surprised by that aspect 
of Los Angeles, and does it conflict with the way the city is normally portrayed 
in popular culture? 

8. Do you think Nina will be permanently changed by discovering her family, or 
will she remain essentially the same? (Questions are issued by the publisher.) 
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